SSC Luxury Winter Retreat
Pure Soul Tone

FRI 26TH - MON 29TH NOV 2021 | EAST SUSSEX

It's time...our very first Sister Sound Circle UK retreat.
Join our soul sister family for a luxury 3day immersion deep in the East Sussex
countryside, set amongst 12 acres of
beautiful private grounds in an Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty.

A long-awaited healing high-frequency weekend of wonder...
Experience our iconic singing circle,
sound relaxations, authentic voice
workshops, yoga, pilates, energy workouts, breath techniques, a fire releasing
ceremony, starlight night walk, movie
night and maybe even a trip to the local
legendary fireworks display!

FOR MORE DETAILS AND TO BOOK, PLEASE EMAIL
HELLO@CHERABELLA.CO.UK

New House Farm Estate
Etchingham, East Sussex, TN19 7AY

Wander the sacred

The award winning

land and savour the
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peace and tranquility

farmhouse and private

amidst the sounds of

luxury lodges feel like

nature and stunning

the perfect cosy

views of New House

wintery home for our
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sisterhood.
Come together as
one tribe for our
daily sound and
movement sessions
in the 17th Century
50-metre Long
Barn with a cosy
country fireplace.

Relax in the
elevated hot tub
with panoramic
views for miles over
untouched rural
valley landscapes.

Explore the many gardens, private woodland trails, wildflower
meadows and riverbank walks whilst still cocooned within the
expansive estate of New House Farm.
FOR MORE DETAILS AND TO BOOK, PLEASE EMAIL
HELLO@CHERABELLA.CO.UK

Pure Soul Tone

Accommodation Options
Find the perfect nest for you with a choice of an entire floor or lodge
to yourself, your own room and en-suite, or shared bathrooms and
twin rooms for two like-minded sisters.
SISTER DELUXE: £922-966

SISTER SOLO: £655-688

SISTER BLISS: £866-888

SISTER TWIN: £555-688

FOR MORE DETAILS AND TO BOOK, PLEASE EMAIL
HELLO@CHERABELLA.CO.UK

WWW.CHERABELLA.CO.UK

Pure Soul Tone
We are creative, rhythmic, musical
beings, born to express our true sound.
Yet that unique soul signature
contained within us often gets drowned
out by the noise of life.
A life led without true vocal expression
loses its sense of aliveness and
contributes to a world full of voiceless,
unheard Women.
It’s time for us to stand in the full
authenticity of our voices, opening up
the gateway to deeper layers of our
soul.

Sound is the universal language of connection and at our SSC retreat we are
going to dive into the journey of rediscovering our pure soul tone and
connect on a deeper level to who’s really inside..
We will learn to connect with the vibration of our original sound and
transform our voices as we remember how to express the true tone within.
FOUND THROUGH SOUND

Throughout the weekend we will sing, share,
laugh, cry and fly high as one tribe.
We will sing ancient medicine song, mantra,
explore simple voice techniques and journey
deep into where along the way we lost part of
our authentic voice and together we will call
it back to truly begin to step into our true
size on this Earth.

Who are the Sister Sound Circle..?
We are real Women with raw voices and one true message.
Together we support each other to open our hearts and minds to our
divine feminine power. We stand together as way-showers to both
accelerate our own personal path and to blaze a trail for our sisters to
dance on after us.
The SSC forges the greatest form of reconnection through singing,
sharing, committing to sacred work for the evolution of the earth and
manifesting miracles within us and all around us.

FOR MORE DETAILS AND TO BOOK, PLEASE EMAIL
HELLO@CHERABELLA.CO.UK

Your host:

SINGING CIRCLE | SOUND RELAXATION
VOCAL JOURNEYS | SONIC SAVASANA

At our singing circles in London - just a
couple of hours together is never enough!
We are a sisterhood. Our SSC UK retreat will
give us the time and space to feel our heartcentred connection and embark on a deep
journey of the spirit.

I’m a sound artist,
teacher and infinite
source of joy. I am
dedicated to
sharing the
transformational
powers of sound.
We are being called
to tune up our
frequency, and hold
the vision strong to
birth a new world.
The keys to living a
high vibrational life
lie in the ancient
wisdom of energy,
frequency and
vibration.

We will share in healing high-frequency
sound relaxations; a soothing fusion of planet
gongs, Cherabella crystal bowls and beyond
as we sink into sonic bliss.
We will sing our souls to life in our legendary
Sister Sound Circle.
Singing, drumming, sharing and caring for
each other; chanting mantra, medicine song
and musical majesty as one tribe of golden
Goddesses.
www.cherabella.co.uk
@cherabella_

Your mindful movement coach:

Lizzy Chong
www.lizzychong.com
www.lizzychong.com
@lizzychong
@lizzychong

RESTORATIVE | VINYASA PILATES FLOW
ENERGY WORKOUT | BREATH TECHNIQUES

Settle in with relaxing restorative yoga,
releasing tension, calming the mind and
soothing our nervous system.
Saturday we take it up a notch with an
energising Pilates flow, a perfect blend of
Pilates and yoga to help strengthen,
stretch and re-align.
We climax to Sunday and party!
A wild, uplifting energy workout.
An innovative fusion of dance, Qi-gong,
fitness and breathing techniques.
Moving with intention we will work
through the elements and chakras to help
raise our vibration, shift energy, and get
those endorphins flowing. Think big tunes
and big moves!

I am a certified
Personal Trainer,
Pilatess/Yoga teacher,
and sound healer.
I am passionate about
helping you align to the
truest version of
yourself through
mindful movement.
I intend to share my
knowledge of
movement with the
science and magic of
breath-work and energy
practices so you can
experience a more
authentic, balanced
and joyful sense of
being.

Your chef:

PLANT POWERED | ALL GLUTEN-FREE!
HEALTH & VITALITY | HIGH-VIBE CUISINE

I’m a plant based
chef and founder of
"Feed Me Momma".
My passion lies in
wellbeing as a whole.
Self-care is key and
what better way to
start than with food.
We hold the key to
our own longevity
and more
importantly our
vitality. Let's eat to
shine from the inside
out.

Cooking and retreating with amazing
humans fills my soul with joy.
I love to cook colourful, high vibrational
food that makes people smile and
preferably with a few mmmm noises!
My theme is hearty, comforting and full of
the zest of life. Plant powered living needs
to be shared at every turn and I’m so
happy that I get to come and chef it up for
the wonder that is Cherub and you bunch
of beauties
Love and Lentils
Toni xxx

@feed_me_momma

FAQ
DO I HAVE TO BE A MEMBER OF THE SSC TO JOIN THIS RETREAT?
No! All are welcome, come and join our dazzling girl gang!
We love making new friends on our wavelength.

DO I NEED TO BE A GOOD SINGER? ...WHAT IF I CAN'T SING?
Girls…wait till you hear ME! I rely on the sisters to keep me in
tune! It’s not about how it sounds, it’s about how it FEELS!
And sisters, we can ALL sing. Once we’ve cleared our
conditioning, our vocal chords are just muscles that can be
trained. The sound play we will create is not performative - it's
expressive. It's all about letting go, being free and HAVING FUN!

ARE THE ACTIVITIES COMPULSARY?
Nothing is! If you'd rather curl up with a book by the fire than
stretch or sing, you're welcome to. We've created a diverse and
full schedule so there are varied options for all, but just join in on
what you feel.

DO I HAVE TO BE A FLEXIBLE, FIT YOGI?
Lizzy will cater for all styles and fitness levels.

I LIKE MY OWN SPACE, WILL THERE BE ALONE TIME?
Absolutely! There are several lounges with open fires, layers of
private gardens and snug areas to just be.

